


Q u e st i o n C h o i c e  A C h o i c e  B C h o i c e  C
1. A trait that helps an organism 
survive and reproduce

characteristic
[blue]

adaptation
[dark green]

advantage
[yellow]

2. The process that results in 
changes in the genetic material of a 
population over time

natural selection
[pink]

artificial selection
[brown]

evolution
[red]

3. Natural selection states that 
individual organisms that are better 
adapted to their environment will…

survive and produce 
more offspring

[yellow]

produce 
stronger traits

[black]

change over time
[light green]

4. This scientist is known as the 
father of evolution.

Gregor Mendel
[purple]

Charles Darwin
[light green]

Louis Pasteur
[yellow]

5. What did Darwin infer was the 
cause of the different size and 
shapes of finch beaks on the 
Galapagos Islands?

The finch
populations had
adapted to their 

specific island niche.
[blue]

The different beaks 
were entirely

random.
[brown]

The presence of a 
predator caused the 

differences.
[red]

6. There can be multiple different 
colors of beetles within the same 
species. This is an example of…

competition
[brown]

variation
[light blue]

over production
[light orange]

7. A queen  honey bee can lay up to 
2000 eggs in one day. This is an 
example of…

competition
[light blue]

variation
[orange]

over production
[black]

8. Traits are not always adaptive. 
Which of the following is a 
non-adaptive human trait?

opposable thumb
[orange]

eyebrows
[green]

belly button
[pink]

9. Which of the following statements 
is false?

If an organism
struggles in an 
environment

it adapts. 
[orange]

Adaptations are 
inherited.

[red]

A genetic mutation 
can be beneficial to 

an organism.
[pink]

10. There are over 340 different 
breeds of dogs. This is mainly due to
the process of...

natural selection
[black]

artificial selection
[brown]

over production
[purple]

11. All of the following are
homologous structures except:

a dolphin flipper
[pink]

a human arm
[yellow]

a dragonfly wing
[light orange]

12. Which of the following
statements is true?

Evolution occurs as 
a result of natural 

selection.
[purple]

Natural selection is 
another name for 

evolution.
[black]

Natural selection 
involves organisms 

trying to adapt.
[orange]
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Name: ____________________  

Date: _________ Per: ____[NATURAL|SELECTION]
Directions: Answer each question by circling the correct choice. After you have completed all of the 
questions, color the picture using the assigned colors. You may choose any color you like for any part 
of the picture that is not numbered. 



“But Natural Selection, as we shall hereafter see, 
is a power incessantly ready for action, and is 
immeasurably superior to man's feeble efforts, 

as the works of Nature are to those of Art.” 

~ Charles Darwin, The Orig in of Species ~
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